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Chapter 1679 Heaven and earth are ten thousand bones, the heart of the world

“Wiliam! No!” Bai Jianxing immediately shouted with an ominous premonition in
his heart when he saw that Wiliam was actually walking towards Wangu withered
away.

This group of big men with strange swords covering the sky is really too
shameless.

It’s enough to bully the less, and they can’t kill Wiliam, but they even bite back,
saying that Wiliam bullied them!

The face of the thousand-year-old sword that covered the sky made them lose all
of them.

And Bai Jianxing seemed to know that Hu Feiquan’s words excited Wiliam’s
arrogance.

Wiliam wanted to help them break the ban on the Withering of Myriad Bones.

Then let them fight against Wiliam in the strongest state!

This is absolutely impossible!
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But don’t miss out!

However, regardless of Wiliam, he still walked towards Wangu withered away.

The courage of the person with the sword covering the sky will be shattered by
fright.

This kid is really arrogant!

It is a pity that the thirteen sovereigns are now in the center of the formation
and cannot move casually.

And they knew even more that using the existing resources would not kill Wiliam.

They could only helplessly watch Wiliam walk towards the annihilation of ten
thousand bones.

Soon, Wiliam came to the front of Wangu withered.
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The restraints on Wanguxie’s body seemed to knowWiliam’s intentions.

They suddenly radiated red light, beating provocatively.

Without saying a word, Wiliam grabbed towards Wan Gu Xie with one hand.

With this arrest, those restrictions seemed to be alive, and the sound of ghosts
and wolves seemed to sound again in the heaven and earth.

Wiliam’s hand also seemed to have been eroded, and immediately there were
dense blood beads on his arm.

However, Wiliam took a sigh of relief and directly held Wan Gu with one hand.

“Give it to me! Broken!” Wiliam’s ancient beast-like voice sounded again.

The azure blue light on his body instantly converged into the hand he held the
sword.

In an instant, the azure blue flourished, and the crimson was dazzling!

The two colors instantly covered the audience, as if to illuminate the dark night!

People at the scene could clearly feel that the surrounding temperature was
dropping rapidly.

Many people even directly fought a cold war!

The ground is starting to freeze!

A thin layer of frost rushed from all directions under Wiliam’s feet, towards the
ten thousand bones in his hand.

Wiliam still remembers that the old Tianqing Qilin said that this azure blue is the
power of frost.

And the unique attribute of Frost Power is that ice breaks everything!

Then give it a try!

Is this ten thousand bones withering away, is it also one of the myriad things!

The two colors suddenly fell into a stalemate.

The people with the sword covering the sky were dumbfounded.

This is their treasure!



For thousands of years, countless amazing people have tried their best to
destroy the above prohibition and win the right to use the annihilation of bones.

But don’t say it’s destroyed, it can’t be weakened!

On the contrary, as more and more Sect Masters merged their souls into Myriad
Bones, the restrictions above became stronger and stronger.

Therefore, in the past hundred years, no one has any intention to weaken the
prohibition.

Because they know it’s not something humans can do at all.

But now, Wiliam is actually holding ten thousand bones withered!
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Apart from the erosion of the arm, there seem to be no other side effects.

This is enough to shock everyone!

Anyone with a strange sword covering the sky knows that this ten thousand
bones withering is an evil sword.

There will be great pressure to be close to him!

And the people who wanted to get him in the name of it didn’t know howmany
died in front of it.

This Wiliam, is it possible that there is a way to break this thousand-year ban?

Soon, everyone will know the answer!

The battle between red and blue gradually became the winner.

The azure blue light gradually suppressed the red light.
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And the body that was withered and withered was soon covered with a layer of
frost.

“Bang!” A slight voice resounded through the audience like a thunderbolt!

As if something was broken.
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Everyone’s eyes are focused on Wan Gu Xie!

The snow-capped ice completely sealed the restrictions on the four directions.

The soft shattering sound just now was exactly Wiliam flicking the sword with his
other hand.

Frost brought a ban, turned into dust together, and dissipated between heaven
and earth!

The man with the sword covering the sky, his heart was beating wildly, and he
couldn’t help swallowing.

The thousand-year ban was broken by Wiliam.

Then now…

The bones are withered…

With the destruction of the prohibition, Wangu Withered gave out a pale and
pale light.

The body of the sword also seemed to have been re-baptized, and changed to a
new appearance!

The sword body withered away was originally made of piles of small human
skulls.

But now, it’s half skull, half heart!

Also, the skull and the heart are joined together.

On the left side of the blade is half of the skull.

On the right side of the sword is half of the small heart.

The heart of the skull is so strangely put together.

It is the bones of the world and the heart of the world!

And an extremely violent atmosphere suddenly stirred the audience.

Some people with relatively low strength immediately covered their heads and
shouted in horror.

They seem to have seen purgatory on earth, and even their courage will be
scared to break!



The strongest state, the complete state!

This is the real death of ten thousand bones!

And Wiliam’s hand suddenly seemed to be burned.

He frowned, and he pressed his hand hard!

Actually, the Wangu withered and re-inserted back to the position of the
formation eye of the thirteen Huangquan.

Since I said that I want you to exert the strongest strength of the annihilation of
ten thousand bones, I won’t ask you to take advantage of it!

I, Wiliam, always do what I say!

As soon as the ten thousand bones withered into the formation, the entire rune
formation seemed to be summoned, and the formation was magnified more than
ten times in an instant.

The whole big array is like a huge heart, and everyone on the scene seems to be
able to see the big array beating slightly, as if they can hear the sound of the big
array’s heart beating all the time.

And all the people in the big formation suddenly turned hideous. They opened
their mouths wide, and their teeth became sharp in an instant, like bloodthirsty
beasts.

Especially the Thirteen Sovereigns.

The blue veins on their faces burst out, and their eyes bulged out, but they
exuded a scarlet light.

Their bodies, as if being injected with endless energy, are slowly expanding.

And this energy gives them a sense of grandeur that holds the world in their
hands!

The thirteen suzerains suddenly became like people and ghosts like ghosts.

However, this did not affect the mood of these thirteen people at all.

Hu Feiquan felt that the energy in his body was constantly rising, and he
suddenly burst out laughing.

“Boy, we really want to thank you! You have the ability to unseal the treasure of
my sect that covers the sky with my sword!”



“Now, it’s too late for you to regret it! Come on, in the face of the strongest state,
the ten thousand bones are withered! In the face of the strongest state, the
thirteenth Huangquan!”

“Open your eyes and take a good look!”

“This hell landscape!”
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